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18:15 WINDSOR,  5f 21y 

Ebf Stallions Novice Stakes (Class 5) (2YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (8) 06 CENT FLYING 8 
b c Sepoy - Sea of Leaves

2 9 - 2t1 M Dwyer
W R Muir

-

Jockey Colours: Grey and royal blue stripes, red sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Little impact in 2 starts to date and future surely lies in handicaps. Tongue
strap applied.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

2 (5) 032 DEMONS ROCK (IRE) 20 
b c Requinto - Afnoon

2 9 - 2 R Kingscote
Tom Dascombe

-

Jockey Colours: Black, white seams, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star
Timeform says: Has improved with each of his 3 starts, finding only a well-bred Godolphin
colt too strong at Leicester (5f, good) last time. Likely to be on the premises once again.

 (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 (10) 5 EXPECTING 7 
b c Bated Breath - Oasis Jade

2 9 - 2 Gavin Lerena
C Hills

-

Jockey Colours: Pink, royal blue braces
Timeform says: Shaped better than the distance beaten when fifth in 9-runner minor event
on debut here (6f, good to firm) last week. Drop in trip should suit and he's one to consider
with improvement anticipated.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

4 (9) 4 GOTTI (USA) 10 
b c More Than Ready - Soot Z

2 9 - 2 G Mosse
J Noseda

-

Jockey Colours: White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star
Timeform says: Expensive breeze-up purchase who sported blinkers on recent debut
(discarded here) at Brighton (5.3f, good to soft) where he started to get the hang of things
late on. Should do better in time.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

5 (1) ICONIC KNIGHT (IRE) 
b c Sir Prancealot - Teutonic

2 9 - 2 L P Keniry
Ed Walker

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Foaled May 2. £18,000 half-brother to several winners, including 2-y-o 5f
winner Kotonic and winner up to 1½m Red Tyke. Yard slow off the blocks with juveniles this
year and possibly best watched.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

6 (7) 43 INDIAN WARRIOR 35 
b c Sepoy - Night Gypsy

2 9 - 2 James Doyle
E A L Dunlop

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on cap
Timeform says: Mere glimmers of ability on debut, but shaped with far greater promise when
third in C&D minor event last month. Sets the standard on that form and bold bid on the
cards.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

7 (2) 7 ZALSHAH 66 
ch c Mayson - Regal Velvet

2 9 - 2 Tom Marquand
R Hannon

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and red (halved), dark blue sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Well backed ahead of debut in Class 2 event at Bath (5f, good to firm) and
showed up well for a long way before fading inside the final furlong. Should do better with that
run under his belt.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 
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8 (4) 7 LASTONEFORTHECRAIC (IRE) 21 
b f Red Jazz - Charming Vista

2 8 - 11 Adam Beschizza
P D Evans

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, maroon star
Timeform says: Well beaten on debut over 6f here 3 weeks ago and rider arrangements
suggest she's the least fancied of the yard's trio here.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

9 (6) TIME FOR WINE (IRE) 
b f Equiano - Steam Cuisine

2 8 - 11 F M Berry
P D Evans

-

Jockey Colours: Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black diamond
Timeform says: Foaled March 22. €20,000 half-sister to 9f winner Genax and winner up to
1¼m Juste Pour Nous. Dam 7f/1m winner (including at 2 yrs). One to note in the betting.

 (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

10 (3) 043 ZAIN SMARTS (IRE) 9 
b f Kodiac - Indian Navy

2 8 - 11 J F Egan
P D Evans

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, orange and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue and orange hooped
cap
Timeform says: Appears to be progressing in small increments judged on pattern emerging.
However, her tendency to hang is an issue that will need to be ironed out if she's to continue
to move forward.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: Charles Hills boasts a decent strike with 2-y-os this year and EXPECTING
could be another juvenile winner for the yard. He showed plenty of speed on debut here, leaving the
impression that he will not only improve for the experience but will also be suited by the drop to this
trip. Indian Warrior is an obvious danger following his solid C&D effort. Demons Rock and Zalshah are
others to consider.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: EXPECTING 
2: INDIAN WARRIOR 
3: DEMONS ROCK


